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Software Testing 
The SeaMonkey Project 
The goal of this thesis is to evaluate, design and plan best testing strategy in the SeaMonkey 
project and then perform the appropriate testing. This testing mostly consists of Usability Testing 
and the tests are  usually carried out at the User Acceptance Testing Stage. The purpose of the 
Use Acceptance testing is to identify  any existing bugs and problems that could make the 
SeaMonkey application  fail during execution. This is performed by applying software testing 
methods at different stages, such as functional testing, usability testing, system testing, users 
acceptance, and performance testing. The SeaMonkey web browser belongs to the Moziller 
foundation and it is also called the all in one web browser, due to its vast features.  
The testing was finally carried out and the discovered bugs were carefully documented as well 
as the findings from the Usability Test and suggestions to improve usability of the application. 
The SeaMonkey community is responsible for fixing the bugs. This thesis helps to ensure the 
quality and performance of the application, based on the end users requirements and 
specifications. In addition, fixing the bugs would improve the efficiency and performance of the 
application, and giving consumers maximum satisfaction. 
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1.0    Introduction 
As end users and organizations are adopting more software for their personal and 
business use, the software and applications are becoming more complex and the 
number of features is increasing to satisfy human needs. There are different kinds 
of software  for various purpose and users with different experience in software 
utilization. It is believed that most end users have negative complaints about 
software performance due to defects in the code of those software applications. 
These defects are called bugs. Bugs cause a system or a an application to fail 
during execution and could lead to loss of money, time and business reputation. 
The integration of software testing into software development has helped to 
eliminate the risk of software failure and create quality assurance software for end 
users and organizations.  
The goal of this thesis is to apply the best software testing strategy on the 
SeaMonkey Project. This includes the evaluation, functionality, analysis, and 
usability testing of the SeaMonkey web browser application 2.0, by adopting the 
software testing principles, so as to identify any existing bugs in the web browser. 
Any identified bugs will be fixed by the SeaMonkey community. This helps to 
ensure that the SeaMonkey application meets the criteria for a quality software, 
and that it also functions as it should, based on the end users requirements and 
specifications. SeaMonkey is an-all-in one Internet application suite that was 
previously made by Netscape and Mozilla. It contains an Internet browser, email 
and news group client, HTML editor, IRC chat and web development tools. 
SeaMonkey application can be used for web browsing, web development, email 
and news groups, and also by corporate users. SeaMonkey is also an open 
source application just like the Linux operating system, and it is  developed by the 
SeaMonkey community. It can be downloaded freely from the Internet and the 
source code is open to users for any modification. 
The author became involved with the SeaMonkey project voluntarily because it 
relates to his thesis. It was a huge project with so many tasks assigned to various 
participants. The author’s tasks was to carry out a software testing on the 
functionality and usability of the SeaMonkey application. The SeaMonkey 
community voluntarily admits interested participants to become involved in any of 
the ongoing projects. The aim is to further develop the SeaMonkey application 
and improve the quality. The author happens to be one of those voluntared 
participants that weret involved in the SeaMonkey. SeaMonkey was introduced to 
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the author by some of my colleagues in the United States of America, and he 
became interested because it falls within his thesis and he wanted to do 
something practical and developed his skill in software testing. 
This thesis will be focusing on software testing as it deals with the problems of 
defects in the system, and the testing process. It is composed of four parts. The first 
part deals with the fundamentals of software testing. These focus on software 
testing in general, giving a comprehensive perspective of its function. The second 
part deals with software development life cycle. This focuses on the methods and 
methodology involved in producing a software application and the role software 
plays to ensure that the software is not only bug-free but meets the requirements 
and specifications of the end users. The third part deals with discussion on software 
quality techniques. The final part deals with a software testing SeaMonkey web 
browser project, in connection with the Mozilla Foundation. The project is based on 
the functionality and usability of the web browser application in order to identify any 
bugs, have them fixed so as to ensure that the good quality of application and its  
functions as intended. In addition, usability testing is not only to detect bugs in the 
software but to note that the software satisfies the requirements in some other ways 
such as easy navigation, easy to understand and easy to use.  [ 13 ] 
 
 
2.0     The Fundamentals of Software Testing 
During the development of a software system, human error is inevitable. Software 
development involves many activities and faults may occur leading to defects in the 
software. In such a situation, the software is bound to fail during execution. To ensure 
an effective high performance of the software, it needs to undergo a testing process 
in order to identify any defects in the software and have them fixed. These defects 
are called bugs, and the process of evaluating and identifying and fixing bugs in a 
software so that the software will execute as intended is called software testing. 
Software testing is the process of evaluating and detecting bugs in a software to 
ensure that it meets the specified requirement and function as intended. It also helps 
to verify if the software is working as it should, based on the specified requirements. 
This is an important part of producing a quality assurance software. Software testing 
is being performed by software testers and it helps to improve the quality of the 
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software. All systems or software after development have some specific 
requirements. They should behave as intended and as specified by the end users. 
Should any software behavior and functionality fails during execution, the behavior no 
longer meets the specified requirement and as such, the variation is called a defect or 
bug. Some of commonly used tools for software testing are Clear Quest, Quality 
Center and Bugzilla. The type of testing tools used depends on the budget for the 
testing. 
Clear Quest and Quality Center are very expensive tools and are used for large 
projects while Bugzilla is an open source  tool which can be downloaded for free. It 
can only be used for small and low budget projects. Bugs can cause huge losses and 
severe damage in a critical system, for an example bugs can cause an airplane to 
crash, space shuttle missions to go awry, trading on the stock market to halt. The 
imperfection of human nature makes it almost impossible to make a moderately 
complex program correct the first time. Finding the problems and getting them fixed 
so that it can conform to the specified designs, requirements and meet quality 
assurance software specifications is the goal of software testing. 
Software testing is divided into two parts, namely, functional and non-functional 
testing. Functional testing is done by testing all the components of the application 
based on the end users requirements and specifications, to see if they functions as 
intended. This also includes the black box and white box testing. Non-functional 
testing is done after the conclusion of the functional testing and, the software testers 
will perform an extra testing that mainly concentrate on the non-functional 
components such as: the user interface, reliability, compatibility, data documentation, 
scalability, performance, load, stress, security areas of the software. [ 1 ][ 2 ][ 16 ][ 9 ] 
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Figure 1: Software testing methodology. 
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2.1.0    Functional and Non-Functional Testing 
Functional testing: is the process of testing the components of the whole application 
to verify they function as they should, based on the specifications and requirements 
of the end users. This is performed by testing the behavior of the components of the 
application. Any of the components that does not function as intended, will fail during 
execution due to defects in the application. Functional testing enables the software 
testers and developers to produce a quality software application that is very effective 
and efficient, and meets the specifications and requirements of both business 
organizations and the end users. Functional testing is done in the following stages of 
the V-Model, such as Unit testing, Integration testing, System testing,  and User 
acceptance testing. 
Non-functional testing: is not to verify the correct functioning of the software , but 
instead to note that it satisfies the requirements in some other ways. This is performed 
after the functional testing has been carried out. The software testers and developers 
follow the documented functional test cases and scenarios to check if the application 
meets the required performance and other requirements as specified by the end 
users. This enables the software testers and developers to verify the performance of 
the application. Moreover, they verify how well it can tolerate stress, the load it can 
withstand, its security threats, its failover, how quickly it can recover from crash, its 
reliability, compatibility, and scalability. Also, non-functional testing is mostly typically 
performed with System testing and User Acceptance testing, Performance testing, 
Load testing, Stress testing, Security testing, Recovery testing, and Usability testing. 
 
 
2.2.0           Testing Terminology  
AD-HOC Testing 
AD-HOC Testing is the process of detecting and verifying the scope and duration of 
all the various types of testing in the testing processes so as to help testers to know 
the right type of application to start with, to read the requirement and specifications, 
to detect any error in any of the testing phase and serves as a tool for checking the 
completeness of each testing processes and phase. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
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Black Box Testing 
 Before a software application is being developed, it must have a specified 
requirement from the user or organization. In black box testing, this requirement has 
nothing to do with the technical or internal behavior of the system but focus more on 
the functionality of the system according to the requirements from the end users. It 
also focuses on the input and output of the system. [ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Functional Testing 
 Functional testing is the process of verifying if the system or products meets the 
intended specification and functional requirements or behaves as expected. This is 
performed towards the end of the development cycle. It helps to ensure that the 
system or software passes the phase of execution. Each components of the system 
such as user commands, data manipulation, searches and business processes, user 
screens, and integrations is being tested. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] [ 7 ] 
Integration Testing 
 Integration testing is perform by using a group of testers combined together to carry 
out a test case on a system to verify the functionality, performance and reliability of the 
system. This process also includes the integration of all the units to form one complete 
system, and ensuring that all the units interact with each other. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Load Testing 
 This type of testing deals with systems or applications that involve multiple users 
such as web applications. Due to the high traffic involved in the web application, a 
level is set for the application so that it does not operate beyond that level. This helps 
create a maximum limit for the system. This testing enables the tester to know the 
highest load that the system can accept while still functioning properly, and at what 
level the system will break, so that it cannot be over loaded with excess functions or 
thousands of mail server mailboxes, multi-gigabytes in databases, deep file/directory 
hierarchies on file systems.  [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Mutation Testing 
 In this process, the system or application is tested to check if the modified code after 
the fixing of the bug is working as intended. This type of testing helps the tester to 
find out the type of code and strategy of coding that will help in developing the 
functionality of the system to work effectively and as specified. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
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Performance Testing 
 Performance testing is the process of determining the speed or effectiveness of a 
software. This is done by carrying out a test case from a particular perspective so that 
the rate at which some aspect of a system performance at a particular workload can 
be determined. This also covers a broad range of functionality evaluation. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Recovery testing 
 Recovery testing is the process of checking to know how fast and well an application 
can recover against any type of crash or hardware failures as specified by 
requirements from the end user. It mainly focuses on the ability of how a system can 
respond to recovery from crashes, hardware failures, or other catastrophic problems. 
[ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Regression testing 
 This is a testing done after changes are made in a software. When a bug is 
discovered in a system and fixed, or any modification is made on the system, the 
system has to be-retested again to check if the modification made did not create any 
other bugs in the system. This includes testing the system or application broadly, and 
the areas that worked before to see whether the recent change has caused any 
defects. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Stress Testing 
 Stress testing is performed to help the system accommodate large and complex 
amounts of data, numerical values, and large numbers of inputs and queries. This is 
to ensure that the system can have the capacity to operate smoothly in any type of 
environment without having a race condition. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Static and Dynamic Testing 
 Static testing is the process of carrying a test on the code of a system to check if 
there is any possible defect in the code of the system while dynamic analysis is the 
process of executing the tested code and analyzing the output to see if it is defect 
free or there are still defects in the code. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
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Statement Coverage 
 Statement Coverage is the percentage of statements of the unit  under test 
executed. If all the statements have been traversed at the least once, Statement 
Coverage is 100%. Otherwise, it is less. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Security Testing 
 This is done to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the system so as to find 
out how well the system can protect itself from unauthorized access such as: 
hacking, cracking, virus and any form of cybercrime that could affects the code of the 
application. It also require a sophisticated testing technique to perform this kind of 
test case. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Smoke Testing 
 Smoke testing is the process of checking an already tested application to find out if 
the application should undergo another testing processes or if it is working properly 
without failing and has met the expected required specification. This testing is 
performed by turning on an equipment and if smoke comes out of it, that means it 
does not work and needs a major and proper testing. It also focuses on testing the 
major functions of the software to determine if it will break or it functions as required 
during execution. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
System Testing 
 System testing is performed on the entire system and does not deal with the internal 
structure or design of the system such as the code. It is conducted on a complete 
integrated system to evaluate if the systems comply with its specified requirements. [ 
2 ] [ 9 ] 
Usability Testing 
 When a system or a product has reached its final phase of development, before it is 
finally certified for users, it will undergo usability testing. This method is used to 
evaluate the quality performance of the system by allowing users or customers 
themselves to use the system and give feedback. It allows the testers to work with 
the end users directly and indirectly in order to access how the user perceives the 
software package and how they interact with it. It also serves as a tool to measure 
the capacity of  a human made-products ensuring that it meets the intended 
specifications, requirement and purpose. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
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User Acceptance testing 
 User acceptance testing is done by handing over an already developed and tested 
system to the end user to determine if the system is working as intended based on 
specification and requirement. The user is expected to use the application and give 
feedback on the functionality and performance of the application. If the user feedback 
is positive, then the application will finally be approved and delivered to the user, 
otherwise, further changes and testing would be done such as regression, usability 
and functionality testing. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
Unit testing 
 The internal structure of a developed system is called the code. The code of a 
system is made up of units. Unit testing is the process of testing each unit of the 
source code to check if they are working properly or if there is a defect in the unit. 
This is performed by isolating each part of the program and each unit source code as 
a whole to see if there is an interaction of many functions and individual units are 
working as intended. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] 
White Box Testing 
 White box testing deals mainly with the internal data structure, code and algorithms 
of the systems. It focuses on how the code of the software is written, structured, and 
verifies any existing bugs. [ 2 ] [ 9 ] [ 7 ] 
 
 
2.3.0                       Test Plan 
A test plan is needed before beginning the testing. The test plan is composed of a 
well-detailed understanding of the strategies involved and testing information relating 
to the upcoming testing effort such as: scope, people, approach, criteria, 
environment, deliverables, incidental, risks, and tasks. It also determines the features 
to be tested and not to be tested, when and how to carry out the test cases. In 
addition, it shows how much of each testing methods and the extent they are used in 
the project. [ 4 ] 
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Figure 2: An example of a test plan.  
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2.3.1                     Contents of a Test Plan 
Scope 
Test Items 
Test items are all the software components that are intended to be tested within the 
scope of the test plan. They include a list of what is to be tested and can be 
developed from the software application and other sources of information and 
documentation. The information may contain configuration requirements, key 
delivery, and schedule issues for critical elements. The test items have two levels of 
the test plan namely: the higher and lower level. The higher level test plan focuses on 
the application or functional area while the lower level focuses on programming the 
module. [ 4 ] 
Features to be tested 
 This section of the test plan consists of a list of all what is to be tested. This is also 
based on the user requirements and specifications. It also includes the view of the 
users regarding what the system does. This is not a technical description of the 
software, but the user’s view of the functions. The risk level is set for its features and 
a simple rating skill such as high and low medium is used. This makes the users to 
understand the level of the test plan and why a particular level is chosen. [ 4 ] 
Features not to be tested 
 This focuses on the list of things that are not to be tested from the user’s point of 
view. This will enable the user to find out what the system does from the configuration 
management point of view. This is not also a technical description of the software but 
the users view of the functions. The functions help to identify the reason why some 
features are not to be tested and be executed from the release of the software. [ 4 ] 
People 
Staffing and Training Needs 
This involves the training of the software testing staff for all the test tools to be used, 
the test items and their responsibilities and the application to be tested. Also, it 
involves what is to be tested and the person responsible for the testing. [ 4 ] 
12 
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2.3.6 Responsibilities 
 This process is to ensure that only a trained person should be in charge and involved 
in the test case, or else the test could fail. This includes all areas of the test plan such 
as setting risks, selecting features that are to be tested and features not to be tested, 
setting of oral strategy for the level test plan. The tester responsible for the test plan 
should ensure that all the required tools are ready before the testing begins, map out 
the scheduling processes and determine who is responsible for a particular risk. [ 4 ] 
Approach 
Before a test plan is carried out, the tester first receives instructions as to what is 
necessary in the test plan before creating the plan. This enables the tester to know 
the type of test strategy to be used. The tester also ensures that he is very familiar 
with the area of testing. This also includes an oral version of the test plan and 
focuses on the level of the plan, ensuring that it is in agreement with all higher and 
lower levels of the plan. [ 4 ] 
Criteria 
Item Pass/Fail Criteria 
 These are a mechanism in the test plan to verify whether each test item has passed 
or failed. It is a crucial and tougher section of the test plan. It also helps to evaluate 
the progress of the test plan and whether it is successful or not. [ 4 ] 
Entry and Exit Criteria 
 This is an input and output state of the test plan. It helps to specify the criteria that 
are to be used to start the test plan and how and when to stop the testing process. [ 4 
] 
Suspension Criteria and Resumption Requirements 
 Suspension criteria is the process of specifying the test plan criteria used in 
suspending all other sections of the testing activities while resumption criteria specify 
when the testing can be resumed after it has been suspended. [ 4 ] 
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Environment 
The environmental needs focus on any special requirements that would be needed 
for the test plan such as hardware, simulator, generator, special version of the 
software, improvement and expectations, and the restricted uses of the system 
during testing.  [ 4 ] 
Deliverables 
Test deliverables is the listing of test documents and reports to be presented to an 
authorized person on a regular basis during testing and upon completion of the test 
plan. [ 4 ] 
Incidental 
Test Plan Identifier 
 This is a generated unique number to identify the level of a test plan so that the test 
plan level should be the same as the software level. It also helps to identify the types 
of test plan such as a master plan, an integrated plan, or any other plan level 
Introduction 
 Introduction in this case states the purpose of the test plan by arranging the level of 
the plan, and focuses more on the items and elements that are related to the test 
process. It provides a detailed information about the contents of the test plan, the 
technique involved including references to other plan, documents, identifying the 
objective of the plan and scope of the plan in relationship to the software project plan 
that it relates to. It also states other items to be involved in the test plan such as 
resources and budget constraint, scope of the testing, testing process to be used, 
communication and coordination of key activities. [ 4 ] 
References 
 References are the lists of all the documents that support the test plan. These 
include: project plan, system requirement specifications, high level design document, 
detail design document, development and test process standards, methodology and 
low level design. [ 4 ] 
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Approvals 
 This process defines the right person to approve the testing process as complete 
and the next testing processes that will proceed to the next level. [ 4 ] 
 
 
Risks 
Software Risk Issue 
The software risk issue focuses on the types of software and the critical areas to be 
tested such as new versions of interface software and extremely complex functions. 
Another area of an identified software risk is the misunderstanding of the original 
requirements, and it usually occurs at the management, user and development level 
of the software. [ 4 ] 
 
Planning Risks and Contingencies 
 This stage of the test plan indicates the future risks that may occur during the testing 
process such as the oral risks of the project and the lack of human resources for the 
project. 
Tasks 
This is a method used in the test plan to identify any application that may be part of 
the test plan and address it. It also helps the testers and users to avoid incomplete 
functions, and prevent the waste of resources on areas of the application having no 
defect. Again, the necessary tasks to be carried out are described in appropriate 
detail.[ 4 ] 
 
 
2.4.0                      Automated Testing    
Automated testing is the process of performing software testing on a system or 
application by using software testing tools to reduce the use of manual or human 
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task. This testing process includes test cases accompanied with expected results that 
have been developed from the user functional specifications and design 
documentation. Many programmers rely more on automated testing for a test driven 
development. Automated testing enables a continuous integration software to run 
tests automatically every time code is checked into a version control system. It makes 
testing easier to perform, saves time and reduces budget cost. Again, automated 
testing is usually done based on a written script and the great advantage is that the 
tests can be repeated or just part of the script can be executed according to needs. 
The areas of testing where automated testing is usually applied, are: [ 3 ] 
• Functional Testing  
 Automated functional testing can automatically compare the received output with the 
defined expected output defined beforehand and then report the outcome. [ 3 ] 
•  Regression Testing 
 This helps to ensure and verify that the behavior of the system or application 
remains the same and has not changed. [ 3 ] 
•  Stress Testing 
 This helps to ensure and verify the total capacity of the software or application to 
ensure that it is operational as intended. [ 3 ] 
•  Performance Testing  
The performance testing helps to assure the system performance reliability and 
availability for online transaction and user requirement. [3]   
•  Load Testing 
 Load testing helps to verify the elastic limit of the system performance and determine 
if it needs an additional hardware or software for support. [ 3 ] 
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Figure 3: This diagram shows an example of a  typical computer automated test 
setup.  
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2.4.1         Benefits of Automated Testing 
Automated testing plays a great role in software development due to the  efficiency 
and accuracy of the executed output. It gives the software developers the assurance 
of producing a reliable and quality software that is easy to use and understand by the 
end users. Some typical examples of the benefits are: 
•  Reliable 
 It is very reliable because it helps to eliminate human errors and executes the 
system during operation anytime it is run. [ 3 ] 
•  Repeatable 
 The same software can be tested so many times during operation and execution 
made easy. [ 3 ] 
•  Programmable 
A Complex testing process can be programmed and it also detects all hidden 
information in the system.[ 3 ] 
•  Comprehensive 
Automated testing makes test cases easier to be built and also covers testing 
involving the features of the application. [ 3 ] 
•  Reusable 
 The changes of any user interface will not affect any version of the application as the 
test case of the application can still be-reused. [ 3 ] 
•  Better Quality Software 
 Software testers can run more test cases on a system or an application for less time 
and using few resources. So doing, it helps to improve the software quality. [ 3 ] 
•  Fast and Effective 
 This process involves using tools to perform the testing, making it faster and more 
effective compared to human or manual testing process. [ 3 ] 
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•   Cost Reduction 
 Automated testing helps to focus more on the right area of the software that needs to 
be tested, choosing the right tools for the testing and reducing the number of 
regression testing. As a result, it helps to reduce the cost of testing. [ 3 ] 
 
3.0            Software Development Life Cycle 
Software development life cycle is a model used in software development process. 
The development of a software or an application exists in phases and each phase is 
characterized as a model. Each model process has a distinctive pattern of life cycle 
to ensure that the software development process is properly done as specified. 
Typical examples are the Waterfall model and the V-Model phases.  [ 10 ]   
  
3.1.0                   The Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model was the first model used in software development life cycle for the 
software development process. It was widely used in software development and 
testing in projects due to its effectiveness and efficiency. The waterfall model is not 
strictly followed as stated due to the nature and environments of software work, where 
one often has to re-define requirements loops and plans. The waterfall model exists in 
five main phases and they are  [ 10 ]: 
• Requirement analysis 
• System design  
• Implementation 
• Integration and testing 
• Operation and maintenance 
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Figure 4: The Waterfall approach. 
 
3.1.1  Requirement Analysis 
 The requirement analysis is the evaluation of the software development process 
so that it takes into account all the requirements of the end user for analysis and 
verifies which of the components will be incorporated into the system and how 
this will be done. The components are carefully studied and documented based 
on the users requirements and specifications. The result from this phase of the 
model will be used to prepare a guideline for the next phase. [ 10 ] 
3.1.2 System Design 
 The system design phase is performed by using the requirement analysis phase 
as a guideline to study and understand the components to be created, how they 
should look like and perform as intended and as specified. When this is done, the 
system design will be created. The system design will help the software 
developers to specify the right type of hardware and software to be used for 
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designing and building the required  oral architecture, software or application, 
and would also prepare a guideline for the next phase. [ 10 ] 
3.1.3 Implementation 
 The implementation phase is performed by implementing the documented 
system design phase into its developing process for further line of action. The 
implementation phase divides the system into two modules before starting the 
coding process. Secondly, the system is then developed into a small Unix 
program. The program is used to develop several units of the system and each 
unit is tested for its functionality to verify if it functions as it should and as 
intended based on users specification and requirement. The implementation 
phase is used to prepare a guideline for the next phase. [ 10 ] 
3.1.4  Integration and Testing 
The integration and testing phase is performed by dividing the system into units. 
The units are developed and tested for their functionalities to verify they function 
as intended. All the units are then incorporated together to form a complete 
system. This process of incorporation is also known as unit system integration. 
The system is checked and tested to verify if all the units interact with themselves 
effectively and all units functionalities function as they should and as intended. If 
the tested system is successful during execution, and also meets the end users 
requirements and specifications, it will be approved finally as a quality software 
that is ready to be distributed for use. [ 10 ] 
3.1.5 Operations and Maintenance 
 The operation and maintenance phase focus mainly on the problems that may 
occur after the software development, and the steps to be taken in addressing 
these problems. After completing the software development, the software is then 
passed to the end users. Since the end users are the best testers because of 
their frequent use of the software, they can easily detect some errors that may 
not have been detected during the software development process. This is 
because not all the bugs detected during the testing process and upon using the 
software by end users, some problems may arise with time. Therefore, the 
software developers should develop a blueprint on tackling these problems to 
ensure maximum satisfaction for the end users. [ 10 ] 
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3.2.0                            The V-Model 
The V-Model is one of the models used in the software development life cycle for 
the development of software application and software testing. It also exists in 
different phases. The V-Model was developed from the waterfall model. The 
name was derived from its phases because the upwards moving of the 
development process to form a V-Shape after the coding, compared to the 
waterfall model that moves downwards during the development process. During 
the development process, the system is developed in phases one at a time 
starting from the requirement, specification, design and implementation. 
 All phases correspond to the verification and validation testing phase. However, 
starting from the requirements, the system is developed one phase at a time until 
the lowest phase, followed by the implementation phase and then it is finished. 
This is followed by testing stages, from unit testing, and moving upwards with the 
testing gradually one at a time until the acceptance testing is completed. 
However, one important fact about the V-Model is that, during the testing and 
development process, the model pattern is not followed as it is stated due to the 
nature of the testing. The testing process could begin with the requirement 
phase, and then progresses to the software design phase, based on the nature of 
the test case. In addition, the V-Model is developed from the waterfall model to 
show how different testing stages relate to the different testing stages of Waterfall 
Model. [ 10 ] 
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    Figure 5: The V-Model  
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3.2.1  Requirement Phase 
 The requirement phase is performed by interviewing the end users to collect 
information on how the software should be built. This includes the functions, 
physical interface, data security, based on the users requirements and 
specifications. The information is analyzed and documented and agreed upon by 
the user as meeting the required specification. The documentation in this phase 
will be used as a guideline for the designing process. [ 10 ] 
3.2.2 Specification 
 The specification phase also includes part of the designing. It is performed by 
evaluating the documentation made in the requirement phase, and preparing a 
blueprint on how the software is to be designed, the features to be tested, the 
deliverables to be produced, the schedule and risks to be taken into account, the 
data structures, the technical documentation to determine the methods to be 
used in the development process in order to ensure the effective implementation 
of the user requirement as specified. [ 10 ] 
3.2.3 Design 
The design phase consists of all the list of the modules or units, which are 
carefully designed to meet the requirements as specified by the user. However, 
this phase also includes functionality, interface, architecture, technology, 
navigation, database, dependencies and integration testing to specify the system 
testing. That is why the design phase is also called a high level design phase. [ 
10 ] 
3.2.4 Implementation and Coding 
 The implementation phase verifies and validates the testing process and 
involves unit testing. During this process, the system is divided into units and 
each unit is designed and coded as specified including the database tables, 
interface, dependencies, input/output and sizes of all units. This phase is also 
called a lower level design phase. The coding phase is performed by developing 
and coding all the components of the system. [ 10 ] 
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3.3.0             Testing Life Cycle 
Testing life cycle deals with the approach and methodology of software testing 
relating to the activities involved in order to carry out a successful test plan. This 
also includes all the tasks that will be involved in the test cases; how to 
accomplish those tasks; and when to start and stop the test case. Typical 
examples of testing life cycle are [ 12 ]: 
• Test planning 
• Test analysis 
• Test design 
• The areas to be tested first 
• Test construction and verification 
• Test cycles 
• Final testing and implementation 
• Post implementation 
 
3.3.1 Test Planning 
 The test planning phase is a very crucial phase in the testing life cycle. The 
phase is headed by the overall testing manager who evaluates the entire test plan 
and identifies all that is necessary to be done. These includes budgeting and 
planning, testing resources, time scheduling, the type of tasks to be carried out, 
items to be tested, items not to be tested, all the various types of testing that will 
be used, identifying all the testing team members and their responsibilities, the 
types of risks involved, any future changes that may occur during testing and the 
action to take, should changes occur. However, this is so in order to ensure a 
successful-take off of the test plan and at the end to produce a high quality 
software. [ 12 ] 
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 2.3.2 The areas to be tested first 
 The areas of the system or application that should be automated first are: Test 
cases that are placed as a high priority case on a particular area of the system. In 
particular areas that could easily cause human errors, areas that are well 
developed and used cases and also, areas that are relatively stable and volatile 
have to be automated. [ 3 ] 
3.3.3 Test Analysis 
 The test analysis phase is performed by analyzing the test activities to be carried 
out after the test planning phase. This includes the different types of testing to 
embark upon at different stages of the software development life cycle, the 
identification of the types of documentation to be made, when to automate the 
testing if necessary, define how often meetings will be held with the testing team 
members and development team, how to monitor the process and progress of 
software development life cycle, identifying further appropriate testing strategies 
that could help to enhance the testing project for efficiency. [ 12 ] 
3.3.4 Test Design 
 The test design phase is performed by reviewing the results from the test 
analysis phase in order to carry out an appropriate test design of the entire 
software development life cycle. This includes developing the risks assessment 
criteria, automating the testing areas that needed to be automated if necessary 
and script writing and development process, as well as documentation. [ 12 ] 
3.3.5 Construction and Verification 
 The construction and verification phase is the phase where both the testing team 
and the development team work simultaneously to ensure the success of the 
whole project. This includes the completion of the test plan, test cases, identifying 
and executing stress and performance testing, completing all unit testing in each 
phase, identifying, detecting and reporting bugs where they are found and 
making a comprehensive documentation. [ 12 ] 
3.3.6 Testing Cycle Stage 
 The testing cycle stage phase is performed by designing a test cycle process, 
whereby, the software development life cycle is completed, run, tested and 
executed continuously until no errors and bugs are found. During this process, 
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any bugs found will be reported and documented, and each stage of the testing 
and development cycle will be run and tested one at a time and bug fixing would 
be done appropriately in the areas where needed. [ 12 ] 
3.3.7 Final Testing and Implementation 
 This phase concludes the testing and development process. It entails the 
complete and final documentation for the entire test case, the revising and 
updating of the completed test cases, the execution of any remaining test case, 
the conduction of user acceptance testing with end users, the performance of 
load recovery testing to check the efficiency and capacity of the software if it 
meets the standard requirement of a quality software.   [ 12 ]   
3.3.8 Post Implementation 
 The post implementation phase is performed by evaluating the entire life cycle 
and making documentation of all the activities that took place during the testing 
and development process. This includes, identifying the problems that occurred, 
the types of bugs and the areas that were found, and the measures to be taken in 
order to avoid such errors in the future as well as improving further testing life 
cycle. [ 12 ] 
 
 
3.4.0                     Regression Testing 
This process of software testing is performed after the software development, 
and testing has been performed, and the software developer has decided to 
make some modification on the software. The modification made could create a 
defect on the  functionality of the software. To ensure that the software works as 
specified and has not been negatively infected by the modification, the entire 
software has to undergo another round of testing, usually doing the very basic 
tests again. This testing process is called regression testing.   
Regression testing plays an important role in software testing whenever a change 
has been made on the software tested code, most especially in a test case that 
involves frequent changes and modification of the code due to the end user’s 
request. This is very important in the testing process or else the software could 
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fail during execution and also, any changes made on the software components 
could affect other components of the software. Furthermore, fixing bugs on an 
already tested software could also cause bugs in other areas of the software. It is 
absolutely necessary to focus on the functionality, and performance of the 
software during regression testing in order to verify that the system is working as 
intended. Regression testing covers all the areas of the software that are very 
important. These include the components that are to be tested, the steps needed 
for the testing process, the input and expected output. [ 14 ] 
 
 
3.5.0                          System Testing 
System testing is the process of conducting a complete testing on each unit of 
the code of an integrated system, to evaluate the entire system for any possible 
defects with its specified requirements. This kind of testing may not require an in-
depth knowledge of the internal structure of the system as it deals specifically 
with every unit of the code or components. [ 11 ] 
3.5.0.1 System Testing and the Development Life Cycle 
 System testing is usually performed by programmers with some end-user 
involvement. This is to ensure that each unit of the system is bug free before 
integrating all the various units together to form a complete system or software. 
After the integration of all the units, an integration testing is carried out to ensure 
that all the integrated units or components can effectively interact with each other 
and the system as a whole meets the criteria of a quality software. Furthermore, 
system testing is built on the previous test results of unit and integration testing. [ 
11 ] 
3.5.0.2 The Importance of System Testing 
 System testing is important in software development because of the vital role it 
plays in identifying the state of each unit of the system, ensuring that the system 
meets the criteria for a quality software, that the system meets the functional and 
technical requirements, that the application satisfies the environment of the 
consumer, and in verifying and validating the specification and requirement of the 
user and the system architecture. [ 11 ] 
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3.5.0.3 Pre-requisites for System Testing 
 To ensure a successful and an effective system testing, the software developing 
team must ensure that all the units of the application must have been tested and 
bug free; all the units of the application must have been successfully integrated 
and integration testing must have been performed without defects; 
And also the system should satisfy the working condition of all the user’s 
environment. [ 11 ] 
 
3.5.1         Steps needed for System Testing 
The following steps are needed for a successful system testing; 
• A system test plan should be created 
• A test case should be created 
• A Data should be built to be used as input for the system testing 
• The test cases should be executed 
• If there are any defects or bugs found, they should be fixed and a 
regression testing should be performed 
• The test cycle should be repeated by specification as necessary [ 11 ] 
 
3.5.0.5 System Test Plan 
 A system test plan is the procedure involved in system testing and it focuses on 
how the test will be done, and all the activities to be documented in the testing 
process. These include [ 11 ]: 
• The testing goals 
• The key focus areas during testing 
• The testing deliverables 
• How the test will be carried out 
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• A list of parameters to be tested 
• Roles and responsibilities  
• Prerequisites to begin testing 
• Test environment 
• Assumptions 
• What to do after the testing is successful 
• What to do if the testing fails 
• Glossary 
 
3.5.0.6 System Test Case 
 A system test case is the methodology of how the test case is being performed 
to enable the testers and software developers verify and validate the system. The 
test cases are based on the following criteria; 
• All the used cases and scenarios are completely tested and documented 
• The technical requirements and specifications are effectively validated 
• The system or application meets the specification and requirements of the 
end users 
• That the system meets the standard of a quality software 
The system test cases are usually carried out by experienced and highly qualified 
test teams to meet the specifications and required standard of a quality software 
and end users satisfaction. [ 11 ]                                                          
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3.5.0.7    Factors Affecting Effective System Testing 
The following factors are affecting an effective system testing [ 11 ]: 
Test Coverage 
System testing should be performed so that, all areas of the units and the system 
as a whole are tested completely including all scenarios, business requirements, 
technical requirements, and performance requirements. This is so because it 
would enable us to verify and validate that the system meets its objective and 
specifications. [ 11 ] 
Defect Tracking 
During the testing, any detected defects or bugs found in the system should be 
fixed, and regression testing should be performed to verify that the modification 
does not affect other units of the system. [ 11 ] 
Test Execution 
The cases should be performed according to specification and planning to avoid 
test failure. [ 11 ] 
Build Process Automation 
During the system integration, there are most times the occurrence of errors 
could lead to the inaccuracy of the system testing result. To compliments the gap, 
an automated process is recommended so as to help reduce any manual errors. 
These would also help to ensure that the software meets the end users 
requirements, specification and is conducive in the appropriate environment. [ 11 
] 
Test Automation 
 The test automation process is necessary as it can be done repeatedly with 
fewer errors, and can simulate a large number of users and input/output of data. [ 
11 ] 
Documentation 
An accurate and effective documentation enables us to keep track of all the test 
execution. It gives us an insight of the current and future cases, producing a 
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quality test case result that will validate the efficiency of the system and its 
architecture. [ 11 ] 
 
3.5.2                   Usability Testing 
Usability testing is the process of testing the user interface of the software or 
application by working with the end users directly and indirectly to assess the 
user feedback, complaints and perceptions of the software. It helps to uncover 
areas of difficulties for users as well as areas of strength and weakness. It also 
enables the user to interact consequently with the system and the testers during 
the workflow of the software development. The main goal of usability testing is to 
limit and remove any difficulties that may occur on the user end leverage to  the 
areas of strength for maximum usability. [ 2 ] 
3.5.0.7 Purpose of Usability Testing 
 The purpose of usability testing is to ensure that a developed software or 
application is usable and meets the users as intended and required. It is also to 
ensure that users find it easy and efficient to accomplish their task, makes the 
application or software easy to learn, easy to remember, enjoyable to use, and 
produce result orientation. This application includes: hardware, software, menu, 
icons, messages, documentation, training, graphical user interface and online 
help. Designing and developing a software or an application through the 
development life cycle phases has effects on the application. Usability testing is 
very necessary because more and more users, and organizations are depending 
on software to accomplish their various tasks and business operation, such that 
users and organizations need to be assured that the application satisfies’s their  
needs. [ 2 ] 
3.5.0.8  Benefits of Usability Testing 
 Usability testing helps to reduce cost, ensure software quality and maximum 
satisfaction for users. It enhances the efficiency of the developed and designed 
software, enables problems to be detected earlier in the software development 
process, serves both time and money, reduces risk and training requirement, 
enhances the user productivity and provides more satisfaction for users and 
better reputation for the software or application. It also provides a specific goal for 
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the testing process, allows the users to be involved in the testing and 
development process, allows user to observed and document test cases, allows 
data to be analyzed and problems diagnosed and recommendations made by 
both users and testers for a better result of the application. [ 2 ] 
 
3.6.0           User Acceptance Testing 
User acceptance testing is performed mainly by the end users in the testing 
process. In this case, the testers deal with the end users directly and indirectly by 
allowing the users to test the software after development before accepting it. The 
end users can give feedback to the software testers and developers if the 
software meets their specified requirement and build confidence on the users and 
product. The SeaMonkey application is a typical example of this type of testing. 
The end users participate in the testing by using the application and also giving 
feedback to the SeaMonkey Community that developed the application. In this 
stage of the project, the author took the role of the end-user and tested 
accordingly. [ 15 ] 
3.6.0.1 Characteristics of User Acceptance Testing 
The user acceptance testing has some procedures to undergo before dealing 
with the end users. The software must be developed and all the necessary 
software testing should be completed; all detected bugs found in the software 
must be fixed before performing the user acceptance testing. [ 15 ] 
3.6.0.2 Testing Procedure 
 The user acceptance testing is performed by creating test cases ,and  using 
used test cases as defined during the testing phase. It should focus on customer 
specification and satisfaction. The testing should be performed in an environment 
and should be documented in such a way that a proper understanding of end 
users experience can be used as a scenario. Black box testing should focus 
mainly on the functionality and usability of the software. A plan is made to 
strategically focus on the core areas, entry and exit criteria. [ 15] 
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3.6.0.3 Test Case 
 Test cases in the user acceptance testing process enable software developers 
and testers to execute and test the software effectively. It also helps in providing 
useful coverage for the testing scenarios, create a mechanism for analyzing and 
evaluating the testing project, business and users requirement, as well as a final 
assured and quality product. [ 15 ] 
 
3.6.1             User Acceptance Testing Methods  
Five typical examples of user acceptance test cases are: 
Team Selection 
 Being a very important aspect of the user acceptance testing process, qualified 
testers should be selected to  form a testing team. The testing team should 
include the end users as part of the testing process to obtain a better result. [ 15 ] 
Test Execution 
 The test cases will be executed by the testing team accompanied with the end 
users feedback. The testing team also performs a random test to quantify the 
actual state of the software. The end user’s satisfaction and remark on of the 
software will verify if they are satisfied with the quality of the product or whether a 
modification should be made, leading to a regression testing. [ 15 ] 
Documentation 
The test cases result is properly documented. This includes the outcome of the 
testing, starting if there are any bugs found or complaining about the software. [ 
15 ] 
Bug Fixing 
During the user acceptance testing process, any bugs detected will be discussed 
with the testing team before being fixed to ensure that the software meets the 
end users requirements and specification [ 15 ] 
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Signing Off 
 In this stage of the user acceptance testing, the testing team collects the final 
feedback from the end users before finalizing the testing project. If the end user 
gives a positive feedback, the testing team will finally approve the software as 
accepted, end the project and deliver the product to the end users with the 
assurance that it meets the user’s requirement and specification.  [ 15 ]                                         
 
4.0                           Discussion     
4.0.1  Steps Towards Software Quality 
IT professionals are faced with the challenges of developing accurate and 
reliable software. To achieve this aim, it is recommended that an effective 
software testing should be performed. Software development managers cited that 
the top most priority issue of their job was about software testing and quality 
assurance. Software testing itself is not quality assurance. If the software was 
badly conceived, incompetently designed and indifferently programmed, will end 
up being a bad product. Quality software depends on accurate and effective 
testing. Testing is one of the core technical activities that can be used to improve 
the quality of software. An effective testing needs more than enough time to 
perform, and failing to do so could lead to a hazard. Also, as testing is the 
collection of different methods to measure and improve software quality, it should 
be performed under specified rules and guidelines to fit a broader category of 
management practices called quality assurance, couple with defect tracking, 
design and code inspections. The main purpose of software testing is to detect 
any existing defects or bugs in the software, and have them fixed. If this goal is 
not met during software development, the software would definitely fail during 
execution, resulting in a bad product. [ 8 ] 
4.0.2 Motivation for testing: 
 This area of software testing focuses on understanding the root causes of bugs 
found in software development; improving the development and testing 
processes; preventing the reoccurrence of such bugs, and so doing, improving 
the quality of the software. Effective software testing before the product is 
deployed helps to achieve these three major benefits. 
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During software development, detecting the bugs earlier before rolling out the 
product to end users gives the developing team and testers the opportunity to fix 
the bugs before they have any destructive impact on end users business and 
operations. It also helps to reduce the cost of fixing the bugs and errors in 
business failures. In particular, 
1. Fixing the bugs on time helps to determine the performance of the software 
and discover any undiscovered bugs in the software. 
2. It enables the testers to identify and forecast the strengths and deficiencies of 
the software so as to create ways of further improving the quality of the 
software before delivering it to end users. [ 8 ] 
Defects in software development can cause a great damage and unpleasant 
environment for business operations and end users. Fixing bugs found during 
software development process costs less than when the product is fully 
developed and deployed to end users. It will cost more to fix any detected bugs 
at that time. Early bug-fixing and effective testing make it possible to measure the 
quality of software in terms of bugs found and certify the software for reliability, 
usability, efficiency and maintainability. During testing, the documentation helps 
to reduce the risks of having problems such as customer complaints and thus 
contributing to the quality of the product. [ 8 ] 
 
4.1                         Testing Principles 
Testing principles focus on the techniques and approach towards having a 
successful software testing by adhering to specified guidelines. The methods and 
guidelines are based on the following criteria: 
• Principle 1: Testing shows only presence of defects. Software testing 
evaluates the whole system to identify the presence of any defects. It 
scans through all the internal and external structure of the system to 
check  whether or not  there  is defect. 
• Principle 2: Exhaustive testing is impossible. Testing should be performed 
in phases and units. The whole components of the system should not be 
tested at once as it is not feasible except in trivial cases. 
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• Principle 3: Testing should be done in such a way that, it should focus on 
its main goal and objectives, and should also be performed as early as 
possible. 
• Principle 4: Defect clustering. Testing should identify and show all areas 
of failures. 
• Principle 5: Pesticide paradox. Due to modification in software 
development process, it is encouraged to review and revise test cases 
regularly and adopt different test cases so as to examine all the units of 
the software for test accuracy. 
• Principle 6: Testing is context dependent. Testing should be performed 
differently based on the types of application and environment, so that a 
database software is tested differently from an e-banking site. 
• Principle 7: Absence of errors fallacy. Testing should not only focus on 
identifying and fixing bugs, but should also be based on the specification 
and requirements of the end users, otherwise it will be invaluable. [ 8 ] 
 
4.2 Building an Effective Quality Software Testing 
Building an effective and quality software testing should focus on the use of 
independent testers and testing should be reviewed regularly. They should also 
include the following: 
• Testers within the software development teams 
• Testers within the organization should be reporting the software 
testing to the project manager 
• Testers from other business organization                                  
• Certified experienced and professional testers should focus on 
specified areas such as usability and security testing 
• Testing vendors could also be involved in the software development 
and testing process. 
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The reason for having so many teams of testers is that, the software development 
team is working on a large complex software project. Testing needs to be divided 
into phases and units and each unit testers should work independently. The 
testing process should also have multiple levels of testing and different 
categories of testers to ensure testing accuracy and quality, based on the end 
users specification and requirements. [ 8 ] 
 
 Figure 6: software quality  
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5.0                  SeaMonkey Project 
The SeaMonkey web browser is an all-in-one Internet application suite. It is a 
friendly and highly scalable application that can integrate itself into any operating 
systems. It is also essential for entrepreneurs, students, institutions of all kinds, 
business organizations, and to all end users. The SeaMonkey application 
provides a suitable environment for research and development, projects, 
collaboration and information search. The testing methods to be used will involve 
functional, usability and user acceptance testing.  
SeaMonkey is an-all-in one Internet application suite that was previously made by 
Netscape and Mozilla. It contains an Internet browser, e-mail and news group 
client, HTML editor, IRC chat and web development tools. The SeaMonkey 
application can be used for web browsing, web development, email and news 
group, and also by corporate users. ChatZilla is a component of SeaMonkey that 
allows users to chat with other users. A user would have to create an account, log 
in and begin to chat with any user online.  
The main goal of this project is to perform a black box testing on the functional and 
usability components of the SeaMonkey 2.0 web browser application to evaluate, 
design  and plan the best testing strategy in this case, and to identify any existing 
defects or bugs in the application. As such, improving the quality and performance 
of the  application, the Seamonkey web browser 2.0 is built on the open source 
Mozilla Gecko engine, the same code which underlies the highly successful 
siblings Firefox and Thunderbird. The Mozilla Foundation provides hosting and 
legal backing for the SeaMonkey project. SeaMonkey is an open source 
application that can be downloaded freely from the Internet, and it can be 
integrated into Windows, Mac OS, and Linux operating systems [ 13 ]. 
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5.1                   SeaMonkey Application 
SeaMonkey is an all-in-one application because of its vast features. It is a free 
and open source Internet application suite. SeaMonkey was formerly called 
Mozilla Application Suite in conjunction with Netscape far_back in 1999. 
Netscape wanted the code name to be called Netscape 5, which was later 
called ButtMonkey. A project group was formed to coordinate the development 
of the ButtMonkey application. This led to the birth of the SeaMonkey Council, 
being coordinated by Robert Kaiser. The SeaMonkey council later change the 
code name from ButtMonkey to SeaMonkey, governed by the Mozilla 
Foundation. The development of the SeaMonkey Internet application suite 
software would not have been possible without the efforts of the SeaMonkey 
community and the end users.  
The SeaMonkey council is the team responsible for the project and release 
management, and it currently consists of Mark Banner, Christian Biesinger, 
Karsten Dusterloh, Robert Kaiser, Ian Neal, Neil Kashbrook, and Andrew 
Schultz. The first version of the SeaMonkey was 1.0 Alpha, released on 
September 15, 2005, followed by the SeaMonkey 1.0 stable released on 
January 30, 2005. The next release was SeaMonkey 2.0 Alpha 2 on December 
10, 2008 and it scored about 93/100 on the acid 3 test. The acid 3 test is the 
web standard compliance of a web browser. It helps to determine if a web 
browser meet the appropriate standard. The mail features have support for 
multiple accounts, junk email detection, message filters, HTML message 
support, a dictionary, an address book, customizable labels and mail views. The 
composer features is a WYSIWYG HTML editor and have support for four tabs 
such as: Normal ( WYSIWYG ), HTML tags, HTML code, and browser preview. 
It also supports basic text formatting and styling, insertion of hyperlinks and 
images, and the creation of tables. But it does not support text fields, check 
boxes, and buttons.  
The SeaMonkey council is currently developing a Kompozer 0.8 release. The 
SeaMonkey application can run on three operating systems such as: Microsoft 
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X operating systems. The application is an open 
source software, free to download from the Internet through Google or directly 
from its website (http://www.seamonkey-project.org/ ), and the source code is 
made available to users for any modification. Its components functions as 
intended, easy to use, easy to understand and easy easy to navigate except for 
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the Chatzilla and the Message and Neswgroup components that are not 
behaving as they should. That was the basis for the preparation of the next 
version 3.0 release. 
The SeaMonkey Council is currently running different projects that involve both 
the SeaMonkey community and the public to participate voluntarily, so as to 
contribute to the development of the application and improve the performance 
and usability of the application. The current version 2.0 has been undergoing a 
series of updates so as to improve its quality. The current updated version is 
2.0.4. Against this backdrop, the author was fortunate to become involved in the 
SeaMonkey project, to help improve the quality and performance of the 
application. The SeaMonkey project was part of the author’s Bachelor’s thesis. 
He successfully carried out software testing on the functionality and usability of 
the SeaMonkey application, by designing a test plan and applying the best 
testing strategy on the test cases.  
The final result of the testing shows that every other component of the 
SeaMonkey application functions as intended and is easy to use, easy to 
understand and navigate, with the exception of Chatzilla for chatting, and the 
message and newsgroup components that did not behave as they should. A 
total of about three bugs was detected and was affecting the quality of the 
application. The documentation of the testing was sent to the SeaMonkey 
community to fix the bugs, correct the errors and improve on the usability of the 
application. The testing was evaluated by Mozilla in the United States of 
America, and Mozilla in the European Union, and proved to be successful. The 
SeaMonkey community is still embarking on different projects for the application 
to verify any foreseen problems that could affect the quality of the application. 
The project ranges from testing, coding, design, additional features and web 
development. Although, SeaMonkey may not be known to many because it is 
not as popular as Firefox, Internet Explorer, Thunderbird, Safari, and Opera 
Internet applications. It is also as good as those mentioned Internet applications. 
The SeaMonkey application has some advantages over those mentioned 
applications such as the ability for users to chat, the HTML editor for web 
development, and the news group. In contrast to Firefox and the Internet 
Explorer, SeaMonkey is a free and open source application like Firefox and it is 
using Mozilla Gecko layout engine like Firefox. Its source code is open and 
made available to users for modification like the Firefox application. Again, it can 
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run on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X operating systems like the Firefox 
application. However, the Firefox application does not have any components for 
chat and cannot be used for web development like the SeaMonkey application.  
Although, Internet Explorer is the most used web browser in the world followed 
by Firefox, SeaMonkey has a great number of advantages over Internet 
Explorer. Internet Explorer is not an open source application because its source 
code is closed to users and cannot be modified to suit the requirements and 
specifications of the end users. The source code is only open to Microsoft 
Corporation for modification. Internet Explorer cannot be used for chat and web 
development like SeaMonkey. Internet Explorer is more prone to security 
threats compared to the SeaMonkey application. 
The recent of SeaMonkey application includes the re-working of the bookmarks 
infrastructure, the performance of the web search plugins, the integration of 
more intelligent message search features and some changes to the internal 
structures so that it would be very easy for the Mozilla code as well as 
extensions to work with SeaMonkey as well as Firefox and Thunderbird 
applications. Again, SeaMonkey has an online shop inside the Mozilla 
community store for users to purchase items like SeaMonkey T-shirts, desktop 
wallpapers and many other items at low cost. Finally, the SeaMonkey project is 
open to all the end users for contributing, programming, testing and 
documenting [ 23 ] [ 24 ] [ 25 ] [ 26 ] [ 27 ]. 
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5.0.1 Case for SeaMonkey Web Browser 2.0 
Application 
Different test cases for the SeaMonkey application will be carried out based on 
the functionality and usability. A test plan is also design to identify any defects 
and errors that could be found in the application. Below are the methods for 
carrying out the test cases. 
Cases: Functional and Usability Testing 
    Operating System Used: Windows 7 Professional Edition 
                                 Scope of testing 
• Services related to entrepreneurs 
• Services related to students 
• Services related to institutions 
• Services related to business organizations 
•  Services related to all kind of end users 
                                                      Participants 
Name Position  Venue Start time End 
time 
Bright 
Mills 
Software 
Tester 
TUAS 
Finland 
10/01/2009 31/03/
2010 
Markku 
Suni 
Supervisor TUAS 
Finland 
10/1/2009 31/3/2
010 
Janne 
Roslöf 
Assistant 
Supervisor 
TUAS 
Finland 
10/1/2009 31/3/2
010 
Robert 
Kaiser 
Technical 
Instructor 
SeaMonkey 
Project EU 
10/1/2009 31/3/2
010 
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5.0.2  Items to be tested 
 The items to be tested were the components of the web browser application 
that relates to the functionality and usability of the application, and also how 
they affect the performance of the application. This also includes the server 
side interface, client compatibility, security, HTML, and user acceptance 
testing. [ 5 ] [ 6 ] 
 
5.0.3  Functionality 
Links: 
• Internal links 
• External links 
• Mail links 
• Broken links 
Forms: 
• Field validation 
• Error message 
• Optional and mandatory fields 
Database: 
• Testing the database integrity 
Cookies: 
• Testing the client system side and temporary Internet files 
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5.0.4  Performance 
To determine and understand the web site’s scalability 
This test cases helps to verify the scalability, efficiency and effectiveness of the 
application. 
• Connection speed: Testing over various networks such as Dial up, ISDN, 
ASDL, Broadband. 
Load: 
• To evaluate the number of users per time 
• To check for peak load and how the system behaves                                    
• To evaluate the large amount of data that is accessed by users 
 
Stress: 
• Testing the ability to continuously accepting more load 
• Testing and evaluating the performance of the memory, CPU, file 
handling, file execution. 
            5.4 Usability 
Testing and evaluating the human computer interaction characteristics of the 
system’s measurement, and identifying any weakness or defects for correction. 
• Ease of learning 
• Navigation 
• User satisfaction 
• General appearance 
Server side interface: Testing and evaluating the communication performance, 
compatibility of server with software, hardware, network and database. 
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Client side compatibility: Testing and evaluating client side compatibility using the 
SeaMonkey, Firefox, and Internet Explorer web applications. 
Security: 
Testing and evaluating to identify any vulnerabilities. 
• Network scanning 
• Vulnerability scanning 
• Password cracking 
• Log review 
• Integrity checkers 
• Virus detection                                                                     
 
HTML Testing: 
Evaluating the functions and performance of the HTML on the web browser. 
 
User Acceptance Testing: 
Evaluating the end users remarks on the SeaMonkey browser 2.0 performance.                    
 
Items not to be tested: 
As it is a black box testing, the internal structure of the application will not be 
tested 
 
Test Case Result:  
The SeaMonkey web browser 2.0 has a very high scalability, usability, 
functionality, and performance properties. Most of the components perform very 
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well except for the IRC Chat, mail and news group, receiving and sending 
messages components that have some defects and should be reviewed and 
modified. 
 
 
Criteria: 
The testing lasted for about six months and there were several breaks during the 
testing. The test case was well understood and a manual testing process was 
used to perform the functional, performance and usability testing of the 
application. 
Environment 
 The testing was solely carried out by the author. 
 
5.0.5 Deliverables  
1. Structure of the test plan 
The test plan was based on black box manual testing on the functionality, 
performance, and usability testing. 
2: Report on the test case 
The test case identified bugs in the areas of the IRC Chat, mail and news group, 
receiving and sending messages components of the web browser application. 
3. Improvement and suggestions 
The chat, mail and news group, and message components should be properly 
evaluated and modified. The web browser look should be modified and re-
designed as it does not look professional. The web application should include 
more features such as social media sites, interface to view photos, listen to radio, 
watch TV, adjust settings, pen pal, dating sites, play music, view traveling and 
read news papers and magazines. All these features will create more value for 
consumers and make the web browser look professional and worth exploring. 
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Incidental Risks: 
The SeaMonkey web browser 2.0 faces the risks of competition in the market 
place and end users due to the external features provided compared to that of 
Firefox and Internet Explorer which have more features and attractive design. 
 
 
Project  Conclusion 
Most of the SeaMonkey web browser functionality and usability components 
performed as intended except for the IRC Chat, mail and news group, and 
messages components that have defects. These components should be 
reviewed and modified based on the end users requirements and specifications. 
 
 
5.2                Technical Documentation 
Test Suite Cases for Chatzilla, Blogs and News 
 
Test Case 1: SeaMonkey Chatzilla 
The User clicks the Chatzilla icon below, installs chatzilla plunging, choses a nickname 
and connects to the Serenia network. The User begins chat by saying “hello” . 
Procedure 
The User could not chat because Chatzilla gives an error message, stating that; “ 
Please do not just type into this tab. Use an actual command instead”. The User was 
confused because he thought that it was like every other chat platform such as Skype, 
Yahoo Messenger, MSN messenger, Hi5, and Facebook where a user just has to sign 
with an ID and password, then begin to chat. 
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Observation result 
This is the resulting output after execution. It is so that, the developers could have a 
perfect understanding of the bugs and errors in the application, and the best ways they 
can fix the bugs and errors, make any necessary modification, and prevent any future 
occurance. It should not be tampered with, but be presented to the developers exactly 
the way it appeared.  The following lines below are output taken verbatim from the 
SeaMonkey chatzilla during execution. 
 
Known Networks   ChatZilla error  Connected 
Networks  <none> 
URL  ircs://serenia/  Connected  Lag  1.10 seconds <CR> 
URL  irc://foo/bar  Mode  <none>  Users  <none> <CR> 
Topic  <none> 
URL  irc://foo/bar  Connected via  <none> <CR> 
<none> 
<none> 
<none>  Connected to  <none> 
File   Progress  <unknown> 
  
serenia 
 [INFO] Network view for “serenia” opened. 
 [INFO] Attempting to connect to “serenia”. Use /cancel to abort. 
 [INFO] Connecting to ircs://serenia/ (ircs://chat.serenia.net/)… 
[Cancel] 
 [ERROR] ircs://serenia/ has an invalid security certificate. If you trust 
this server, [add an exception]. 
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 [INFO] Connecting to ircs://serenia/ (ircs://chat.serenia.net/)… 
[Cancel] 
 === *** Looking up your hostname... 
 === *** Checking ident... 
 === *** No ident response; username prefixed with ~ 
 === *** Found your hostname 
 === Welcome to the Serenia IRC Network 
brightscolly!~chatzilla@dyn71-8.yok.fi 
 === Your host is ocean.serenia.net, running version Unreal3.2.7 
 === This server was created Wed Aug 29 2007 at 01:19:39 CDT 
 === ocean.serenia.net Unreal3.2.7 
iowghraAsORTVSxNCWqBzvdHtGp lvhopsmntikrRcaqOALQbSeIKVfMCuzNTGj 
 === CMDS=KNOCK,MAP,DCCALLOW,USERIP NAMESX 
SAFELIST HCN MAXCHANNELS=15 CHANLIMIT=#:15 MAXLIST=b:60,e:60,I:60 
NICKLEN=30 CHANNELLEN=32 TOPICLEN=307 KICKLEN=307 AWAYLEN=307 
MAXTARGETS=20 are supported by this server 
 === WALLCHOPS WATCH=128 SILENCE=15 MODES=12 
CHANTYPES=# PREFIX=(qaohv)~&@%+ 
CHANMODES=beI,kfL,lj,psmntirRcOAQKVCuzNSMTG NETWORK=Serenia 
CASEMAPPING=ascii EXTBAN=~,cqnr ELIST=MNUCT STATUSMSG=~&@%+ 
EXCEPTS are supported by this server 
 === INVEX are supported by this server 
 === *** You are connected to ocean.serenia.net with TLSv1-
AES256-SHA-256bits 
 === There are 108 users and 86 invisible on 4 servers 
 === 8 operator(s) online 
 === 76 channels formed 
 === I have 102 clients and 1 servers 
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 === Current Local Users: 102 Max: 500 
 === Current Global Users: 194 Max: 902 
 === - ocean.serenia.net Message of the Day - 
 === - 29/8/2007 3:04 
 === - Welcome to Serenia. 
 === - You are connected through ocean.serenia.net. 
 === - 
 === - Ocean's Staff 
 === - * Administrator: Justin T. Arthur 
 === - * Co-Administrator: tgies 
 === - 
 === - "We have lingered long enough on the shores of the 
cosmic ocean. We are ready at 
 === - last to set sail for the stars." 
 === - -- Carl Sagan 
 --- End of /MOTD command. 
 =-= User mode for brightscolly is now +xz 
 *Serenia* [Logon News - Apr 27 2008] As part of our ongoing effort to 
protect the network and it’s users we require all users to undergo an open proxy 
detection scan upon connecting. If you see a connection frommochi.veganfreak.com or 
69.42.213.49 please disregard it. If you have any questions or concerns please join 
#Serenia. Thank you for your patience. 
 *Serenia* [Logon News - Apr 17 2006] Channel owners: Some of you 
may have noticed a recent surge of random flood attacks. Random flood attacks can 
be handled pretty easily on a channel level by taking advantage of the +f mode 
parameters. For help and information, talk to an operator in #Serenia. 
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 *Serenia* [Logon News - Oct 14 2002] Welcome to Serenia IRC 
Network! Serenia and its staff take no responsibility for the actions of the users on this 
network. Please no warez channels and follow common sense rules, i.e. no flooding 
and so on. 
 =-= User mode for brightscolly is now +i 
 [ERROR] Please do not just type into this tab, use an actual command 
instead. 
This is the end of the verbatim output. 
 
Possible problem 
Chatzilla is built on a complex, complicated, and unfriendly platform that is very difficult 
for a new user to understand, if at all it is working. The activities involved are too 
cumbersome.  A user needs to be familiar with some Shell commands before Chatzilla 
might work. This is wrong. Chatzilla is not functioning as intended based on some end 
users perspective. It should be reviewed and modified to use only graphical user 
interface. Users should only sign up, and start using chatzilla without being directed to 
any site to download and install any plug-in. This is very wrong and the SeaMonkey’s 
competitors could use this weak point as an edge over  SeaMonkey. 
 
Test Case 2: Blogs and News Feed. 
The User tries to create an account. The User creates an identity in the account 
creating process. The User’s name and, e-mail address was given, and the User was 
asked to choose a server between POP and IMAP. The User chose the  IMAP server 
and was asked to enter the name of his incoming and outgoing server. 
Procedure 
 The User was unable to get connected to the server and could not understand 
properly the procedures. The User tried to use the features but the components were 
not functioning as intended by the User. 
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Observable results 
The steps towards creating and using the blogs and news feeds were not very detailed 
to most new users because they were laymen. That could be the reason why it was not 
functioning as intended based on the end user’s specifications and requirements. It 
was too complicated and misleading. 
Possible problems 
 There was not enough detailed information on how to use the blogs and the news 
feed. There were lots of components and features, but not well-organized and they 
were too complex and complicated for new users. The strategy behind this component 
is not good enough and should be reviewed and modified to be as simple as possible 
with a well-designed, easy to use graphical user interface. There should be no Shell 
commands. Most users do not want any form of stampede or complicacy, instead, they 
would prefer easier to use social media sites like MSN Messenger, Skype, and others. 
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6.0                             Conclusion 
Software testing has contributed to the development of quality software and 
applications. It has helped to evaluate the internal and external structure of the 
software, to validate every unit component of the software, to identify any defects 
or bugs in the software, to fixed identified bugs, to integrate unit components of 
software together in order to make up a complete software application. Software 
developers can confidently produce high quality products that meet the 
specifications and requirements of both business organizations and the end 
users. It has also enabled software testers and developers to study the bugs life 
cycle, understand the appropriate software testing tools and methods to be used, 
to validate software applications, and interact with the end users.  
The aim of this thesis was to plan, design, and apply the best testing strategy on 
the SeaMonkey application in order to verify the Functionality and Usability of the 
components of the application. Furthermore, this was to ensure that all the 
components of the application behave as they should, that is, the application is 
easy to understand, easy to use and to verify how well it can tolerate stress, the 
maximum load it can withstand, its security threats, its failover, how quickly it can 
recover from crash, its reliability, compatibility and scalability.  
 However, during software development processes, it was discovered that there 
are always defects or bugs identified in the software due to human error. These 
defects can make a software to fail during execution. Moreover, in order to 
produce a quality software, software testing was involved in the software 
development process. These same software methods were applied on the 
SeaMonkey project and some bugs were found in some units of the application 
such as Chatzilla, blogs and news feeds units. In addition, this helps to ensure 
that the SeaMonkey web browser is a better quality software that meets the end 
users requirements and specifications.  Again, software testing has helped 
software developers to produce highly effective, efficient and quality software 
applications. 
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APPENDICES 
       Appendix 1: Test Plan Template 
     Functionality Testing Result 
Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
1.0 The 
main 
page 
very 
good 
none should 
improve on 
the design 
1.1 links very 
good 
none none 
1.2 Internal 
links 
very 
good 
none none 
1.3 External 
links 
very 
good 
none none 
1.4 Mail 
links 
does not 
function 
as 
intended 
yes should be 
reviewed 
1.5 Blogs & 
news 
feeds 
does not 
function 
as 
intended 
yes should be 
reviewed 
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Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
1.6 News 
group 
server 
good none needs 
improvement 
1.7 Sending 
email 
messages 
not 
satisfactory 
yes should be 
reviewed 
1.8 Composer good none none 
1.9 Broken 
links 
none none none 
1.10 Field 
validation 
good none none 
1.11 Error 
messages 
no error 
messages 
none none 
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Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
1.12 Optional & 
mandatory 
fields 
good none none 
1.13 Cookies good none none 
1.14 Client side 
compatibility 
very 
good 
none still needs 
improvement 
1.15 IRC 
Chat 
does not 
function 
as 
intended 
yes should be 
reviewed 
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                            Performance Testing Result 
Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
2.0 Dial up 
network 
good none none 
2.1 ISDN 
network 
very good none none 
2.2 ASDL 
network 
very 
good 
none none 
2.3 Broadband 
network 
very 
good 
none none 
2.4 wireless 
broadband 
network 
very 
good 
none none 
2.5 number of 
users per 
time 
very 
good 
none none 
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Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
2.6 System 
behavior 
over peak 
load 
very 
good 
none none 
2.7 Large 
amount of 
data 
accessed by 
users 
very 
good 
none none 
2.8 The ability 
to 
continuously 
accepting 
more load 
very 
good 
none none 
2.9 performance 
of memory, 
CPU, file 
handling & 
execution 
very 
good 
none file handling 
needs 
improvement 
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                          Usability Testing Result 
Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
3.0 Ease of 
learning 
very 
good 
none video tutorial is 
necessary 
3.1 Navigation Excellent none none 
3.2 User 
satisfaction 
very 
good 
none still needs 
improvement 
3.3 General 
appearance 
fair none needs 
improvement 
3.4 Interaction 
performance 
good none none 
3.5 Compatibility 
of server with 
software 
good none none 
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Test 
case 
NO 
Test 
Case 
Result Bugs 
Found 
Suggestion 
3.6 Hardware 
interaction 
very 
good 
none none 
3.7 Network and 
database 
very 
good 
none none 
3.8 Vulnerabilities very 
good 
none none 
3.9 HTML 
performance 
excellent none none 
3.10 User 
acceptance 
testing 
IRC chat, 
mail & news 
group does 
not function 
as intended. 
But other 
components 
are very 
good 
Yes 
chat, mail 
& news 
group 
needs 
modification 
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Appendix 2: SeaMonkey main page. SeaMonkey web browser 2.0 is an all in one 
application that possesses various types of features and they functions very effectively. 
 
 
Source: http://www.seamonkey-project.org/start/ 
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Appendix 3: The mail and news group of SeaMonkey. 
 
 
Source: http://www.seamonkey-project.org/start/ 
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Appendix 4: The composer of the SeaMonkey web browser. 
 
Source: http://www.seamonkey-project.org/start/ 
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Appendix 5: The yahoo login page on SeaMonkey web browser with its unique 
characteristics. 
 
 
Source: https://login.yahoo.com/config/login_verify2?&.src=ym 
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Appendix 6: Opening the yahoo front page with SeaMonkey 
 
Source: http://www.yahoo.com/ 
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Appendix 7: YouTube page on SeaMonkey browser 
 
 
Source: http://www.youtube.com/?hl=en&tab=w1 
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Appendix 8: Lots of features on SeaMonkey web browser 
 
 
Source:http://www.seamonkey-project.org/doc/2.0/img-
/screen/browser_advanced.png 
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Appendix 9: The Dom Inspector, digging into the page structure on SeaMonkey 
web browser. 
 
Source: http://www.seamonkey-project.org/doc/2.0/img-screen/inspector.png 
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APPENDIX 10: Identified bugs in Chatzilla components 
 
 
A typical example of an identified bugs in the seamonkey chazilla components that 
gives users the ability to chat whit each other and collaborate. 
 
Source: http://www.seamonkey-project.org/start/ 
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Appendix 11: SeaMonkey project certificate 
 
 
